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M
ake your couch
your workbench,
stairs your cross
trainer and neigh-
bourhood park your

outdoor fitness zone. Taking the
gym out of the gym is a trend
worth celebrating in 2021 since
very few people want to exercise
in closed spaces. This will be the
year of solo, outdoor fitness.

GET FUNCTIONAL
Till recently fitness workouts
meant lifting weights in a gym,
attending an aerobics session or

sweating it out on the treadmill.
Welcome to new age ‘functional
training’ where people are train-
ing to actually be fit rather than
just look fit. And yes, they do not
need to go to a gym or any place
to exercise. Just know the moves
and your gym could be any-
where. It could be anything —
from turning your pillow into a
free weight to work your major
muscle groups or using your
couch as a workbench for a 30-
minute full-body muscle-
strengthening workout.
Functional training routine
makes you less prone to injuries

and means lesser dependence
on machines. It means you can
work out anywhere and don’t
need to go somewhere specific
to exercise.

TRAIN FOR LIFE
One of the main reasons people
are moving towards equipment-
free, no-gym workouts is that
they want their workouts to
energise them and equip them
for their daily rigours rather than
simply sculpt them. An open
workout offers dynamism, which
many machine-based exercises
may not. The dynamic movement
during functional training chal-
lenges the body as a unit and
not individual body parts. Most
importantly, in our busy sched-
ules, it offers flexibility of time
and location.
Supriya.Sharma2@timesgroup.com

Heat styling damages your hair. Here’s how to
dry your tresses 

Never skip conditioner
Tying up wet hair or using a towel can pull the hair from the roots
and lead to hair fall and breakage. Conditioner closes the cuticles
and creates a layer that gives a protective layer to your hair. It
reduces frizz as well.

Use cold water as a final rinse
Warm water opens up the hair cuticles, which can then be condi-
tioned for better absorption. Always rinse off your conditioner
with cold water to seal the cuticles. Take at least 30-40 seconds
to get the product out of your hair. Remove excess water and

towel-dry your hair — at
least 70-80 per cent.

Get out of the
bathroom

Don’t keep hanging out
in your humid bath-
room while your hair
dries. The dampness

will only make your
hair more prone to frizz.

Towel up
A microfibre towel or a T-shirt

soak up a lot more water than
a regular towel and are gen-
tler on your hair. Use a tap-
ping motion instead of rub-
bing your hair when using a
towel. TNN

Pallavi.Shankar@timesgroup.com

To keep the largest organ
of your body healthy, you
have to nourish it well.

With good skincare…yes, but
more with the right food.

Vitamin A on your plate
Nature supplies the foods that
skin needs for that season.
Carrots are the best source of
vitamin A and are abundant in
winter. Carrots are great for
improving the texture of your
skin, and also for arresting hair
loss. Munch them raw, pickle
them

or eat in delicious
desserts like
gajar ka halwa.

Good ol’ dal
Pulses are a
good source of B
complex, which is
essential for glowing
skin. A diet rich in
pulses also helps
in getting rid of
pigmentation and
dark circles under
the eyes. Besides
having the regular
dal, they are also con-
sumed in sprouted form: eat
raw or mildly steamed

Tons of Vitamin C
Oranges are available in winter
for a good reason. Our skin
needs this vitamin all the time to
even out complexion, fight acne
and sun-related damage too.
You should, of course, include
other foods rich in vitamin C too
like tomatoes, strawberries,
guavas, kiwi, amla, etc. If your
school annual day or farewell is

round
the corner,

make sure to increase your
intake of these fruits and flaunt
healthy glowing skin.
Tip: Indian berry fruits like
Indian jujube (popularly known
as ber) and Indian raspberry
are great sources of vitamin

C. They are
usually
available
from January to
March. So, don’t
miss out on
these local
goodies’ good-
ness. 

The crucial
Vitamin E
You can get
this skin-
friendly vita-

min through ghee and
butter, through nuts

like almonds, wal-
nuts, peanuts and
seeds such as
sesame seeds,
sunflower seeds,

etc. Eating a diet
rich in vitamin E

helps in rejuve-
nating skin and

keeps away
dry skin and
chapping at
bay. It’s
especially

good to
keep the

skin nour-
ished in dry 

winter months.

Green  veggies
Vegetables like spinach,
methi, cabbage, green onion,
lettuce, bok choy detoxifies
the body, which is essential to
keep the skin in good condi-
tion. They also help in remov-
ing spot discolouration and
improve skin pallor.
Expert advice: Dr Blossom
Kochhar, wellness guide

Nupur.Amarnath@timesgroup.com

I
f you are one of the 52.9 mil-
lion followers of actor Deepi-
ka Padukone on Instagram,
you are well aware of her
deleting her entire feed on

December 31. On New Year’s eve,
she shocked fans by wiping out
her Twitter and Instagram feeds.
Before her, in 2019 actor Sushant
Singh Rajput had cleaned his
Instagram after the debacle of
his movie ‘Sonchiriya’ with a
bio that read: “NOT HERE

RIGHT NOW”.
Padukone’s fans
obviously got wor-
ried. But on Janu-
ary 1, she debuted
with an audio di-
ary wishing

everyone a “Happy New Year”.
She has since then been active posting
about her latest work, making relatable
Reels and doing a regular audio diary.
Cleaning out your social media feed is
in fact an act that all of us should fol-
low for many reasons.

The new you
We all grow and change
as we go along. If you
have been on any social
media for more than two
years, you know that you
have changed as a person.
Maybe the old you is not
something you connect
with any longer and want
to start afresh. Also if
your old handle was as in-
sipid as @banofeepie be-
cause you love that
dessert or @yolo_girl as
you felt it was cool then,
it’s time to change. Delet-
ing or distancing yourself
from your old content is
a way to showcase per-
sonal growth and a very
bold move considering it

can backfire too.

A fresh start
While spending time on social media, if
you strike upon a business idea, it’s bet-
ter to start a fresh page than piggyback on
one account. It also creates a buffer. How
you see your personal brand grow changes
over the years and you can look at a fresh
page for a fresh idea.

Build community
Social media became about followers
with the rise of influencer culture but
to keep it positive, build a community.
You can have 2000 followers and still be
an influencer.

Reset social media goals
Just like we change personally, our end
goals change too. What are you using
your social media for? The answer keeps
shifting as you go along.

Supriya.Sharma2@
timesgroup.com

O
ur body has
hormones
that bring
happiness
and a sense

of wellbeing. This group
of chemicals is generated

by our brain and serves to
create joy, happiness and

pleasure. Here are five you
should know and work on.

1 DOPAMINE: This affects the
nervous system and is
associated with the brain’s

reward system. Hence, being
acknowledged for your efforts gives

you a generous
release of this

happy hormone. Setting realistic
goals (for instance, waking up half
an hour early or eating at home on
weekdays) and achieving them will
boost and give a delicious dopamine
hit and that too naturally.
HOW TO BOOST IT
 Seek out fun and healthy
activities that have a positive
impact on your life
 Spend more time in sunlight as
that helps to increase your
sensitivity to dopamine
 Practise deep breathing 
and meditation
 Sleep well
 Eat nuts, paneer, beans

2 SEROTONIN: This is a hormone
that is also used in anti-
depressants as mood

uplifters. Did you know that low

levels of serotonin in the brain can
make you low and depressive.
HOW TO BOOST IT
 Exercise or play a sport
 Eat tryptophan rich foods like
milk, especially at bedtime
 Have foods rich in omega 3 like
ghee, nuts, lentils
Most importantly… do not go
carb-free!

3 OXYTOCIN: It is also called the
‘love hormone’, because of its
role in establishing emotional

ties and relationships.
HOW TO BOOST IT
 Having a meal in the company of
loved ones or organising a family
board game night
 Getting a therapeutic massage
 Pursuing any activity or hobby
that you enjoy

4 ENDORPHINS: This brings a
sense of calm, wellbeing and
euphoria in the mind. Heard of

exercising for endorphins? This is
what they are talking about.
HOW TO BOOST IT
 Join a group exercise class like
aerobics, yoga, martial art (where
you are likely to meet other people)
Make sure you do not give up on
foods you like because you have
decided to “diet”

5 OESTROGEN or
PROGESTERONE: The
hormones that lower anxiety

and irritability.
HOW TO BOOST IT
 Stress
management is
important
because
cortisol, the
stress hormone,
interferes with
the function of
these hormones
 Levels of these
hormones decreases with
menopause in women, but
unhealthy lifestyle- poor
eating, inactivity, poor sleep
habits can further
aggravate it a lot more.
Hence, eat right, move
more, exercise smart and
sleep well!

HEALTH

SELF-CARE

Pics: Istock

One thing that the pandemic has 
taught us, is to get pare down our
closets — clothes, beauty or even

kitchen. Multitasking equipment, products
and clothes that can be worn many ways are
the way forward. Enter: skinimalism that
helps you get better, healthier skin but by
using fewer products. The idea is to invest in
better quality and fewer products that
combine different elements together. For
instance, a shampoo + conditioner reduces

your waste generation by
half. Or use a

cleanser-toner
two-in-one bottle.
There are many
ways to get
better skin and
by using half the
products beauty
industry wants
you to buy! 

T
his week, Indian 
fashion got its
biggest announce-
ment – retail and
fashion company

Aditya Birla Fashion and
Retail Limited acquired 51%
stake in designer brand
Sabyasachi brand to the tune
of `398 crore (approx). The

soft-spoken designer
from Kolkata,
Sabyasachi Mukherjee is
known as the king of
Indian bridalwear and is
all set to fashion India’s
first global luxury brand.
Here’s what you can learn
from him...
FOLLOW YOUR DREAMS
Sabyasachi always
dreamt of becoming a
fashion designer. He
wanted to study in
National Institute of
Fashion Technology
(NIFT) but his parents
didn’t agree. He decided to
enroll for the entrance and
sold his books to pay for
his admission form. Rest
as they say is history. In

1999, he started his own label
and plans to become India’s
answer to famous global luxu-
ry houses like Chanel or

Hermes and deal in everything from clothes
to bags, shoes, jewellery, perfumes

and more.

STICK TO YOUR CORE
All major celebrity weddings:
Virat-Anushka, Priyanka-Nick,

Deepika-Ranveer were designed
by him. While working, he has a

simple rule: stick to your vision. As a
designer, he never takes customisation
requests to change the style.

DIGITAL FUTURE
He proved he’s a visionary when he shifted to
Instagram to conduct his business. Now all
designers are on the platform but it was Sabya
who decided against doing shows and connect
digitally with his customers back in 2018.

SOURCE: NEWS REPORTS

WHAT DO YOU THINK OF...

Fight winter blues and make way for the colours of spring
by keeping your happy hormones...er...happy

Air-dry your hair

FASHION NEWS

SABYASACHI
GET TO KNOW

SKINIMALISM

HIT
THErefreshRETHINK

CELEBRITIES
WHO DELETED
THEIR INSTA 
Miley Cyrus

(right), cleaned
her Instagram in

2018 after break-up with Liam
Hemsworth
Blake Lively too wiped her pro-
file clean in 2018 to promote her
film “A Simple Favor”
Zayn Malik (left) too restarted his

Instagram in 2018 after
cleaning it up post first

break-up with Gigi Hadid
Taylor Swift (right) deleted
all her posts in 2017
Pete Davidson. In 2018,
post breakup with Ariana
Grande, he deleted his Insta-
gram and comes on an off to pro-
tect his mental health

IT’S TIME TO CHANGE
If any of these sound like
you, you need to rethink
your social media feed...
a) You feel disconnected
from your content, feed,
or past posts. It doesn’t
reflect the current you
b) Your social media
engagement levels have a
negative effect on your
wellbeing. A lot of people
get demotivated if
engagement is not up to
their expectations
c) You’re feeling the pres-
sure to perform
d) You want to enjoy social
media again and feel like

you need a fresh start
e) The majority of the
accounts you follow almost
never inspire you, and you
scroll out of boredom
f) You have a new vision
for a business, a personal
brand, and want to use
social media to promote it
g) You have gone through
a major personal shift –
break-up, posting, new
friends and want to churn
your old feed
Adapted from a post on medium.com

FUNCTIONAL 5
Squats: Put simply, it is an
exercise mimicking the
simple motion of sitting on
a low stool. It engages and
strengthens lower body

Lunges: Imagine taking big
steps while walking. Now
take these forward and
backward steps while
standing at a spot or in an
open space. Simple!

Push Ups: Push your upper
body weight with your hands
to strengthen shoulders, arms
and chest. Perfect your inline
and keep raising the level of
your feet by using a stool or
bed to increase endurance

Pull Ups: Hold your doorway or
monkey bars in the park or any
bar strong enough to withstand
your bodyweight. Now pull
your body up with your hands 

Twist and Turn: It is extremely
important to twist, turn, bend
and do basic ab exercises to
strengthen core and spine

FIVE FASHION
TERMS
Haute couture: French for
high sewing or high
dressmaking and refers to
exclusive designer
creations. Haute couture
outfits are constructed by
hand, limited edition and
are more expensive than
ready-to-wear 

Label vs brand: The difference
between a label and a brand is
that the latter has been in
business for longer and is a known name

Ensemble: Again a French word, ensemble
has been oft-used by fashion designers to
refer to an outfit complete with
accessories, jewellery etc. The whole
look is called an ensemble 

Silhouette: It is essentially the basic shape
or outline of an outfit. Some common
silhouettes include A-line, straight, flared,
asymmetrical, etc. Wearing the right
silhouette according to your body type can
work wonders for your frame 

Off-the-rack: There are designer and
custom-made clothes, and then there are
off-the-rack outfits that refer to clothing
that is made in a large number and is
readily available in stores. Off-the-rack also
means readymade garments 

FITNESS

Eating
amla, oranges
and guavas is

especially benefi-
cial for acne prone

and excessively
oily skin

Teens
struggling with excessive

skin dryness should have 6-
7 almonds daily in winter; in

summer, stick to 3-5
almonds. Tip: It is also

great for improving
concentration

Happy hor-
mones is a group

of chemicals gener-
ated by our brain and
serves to create joy,

happiness and
pleasure

Sabyasachi
is India’s

most copied
designer 

A WALK
TAKE YOUR
GYM FOR
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Boost your happy 
HORMONES

GOOD 
FOOD
FOR YOUR

SKIN

NUTRITION

(From top to bottom)
Virat Kohli and Anushka
Sharma in Sabya; the
designer with model
Kanishtha Dhankar

On December 31, 2020,
actor Deepika Padukone
wiped out her Instagram
and Twitter feed clean.
On Jan 1, she started
with an audio diary

BUTTONWhy starting fresh on
social media is good 
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“We are what our thoughts have made us; so take care about what you
think. Words are secondary. Thoughts live; they travel far.”

Swami Vivekananda
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HOW DO ASTRONAUTS 
COMMUNICATE IN SPACE?

If you have seen the movie ‘Gravity’ or any of the space movies, you must
have seen astronauts talking through their space suits. But how is this pos-
sible? Space, being an almost perfect vacuum, doesn’t allow sound to trav-

el and be heard. So, during the spacewalk astronauts communicate through radio waves,
which are a form of electromagnetic radiation. To put it simply, the radio waves are light
waves and light does not need a medium to travel. The astronauts have certain devices
installed in their helmets that convert the sound wave signal into a form of sound.

WHICH IS THE
WORLD’S

MOST VISITED
COUNTRY?

France leads the
world in the

field of
tourism with 90 million

international tourists
visiting it in 2018. It

hosts a variety of places
of tourist interest such

as Alpine mountains,
ski resorts, picturesque

villages, spectacular
gardens and parks.

Although a bird embryo has no
functioning lungs, the eggshell
isn’t airtight, so gases can still

diffuse in and out. A special membrane
called the allantois forms as a sausage-
shaped offshoot of the developing gut.
It’s covered with a fine web of blood ves-
sels that increase the surface area for
oxygen to diffuse out. The allantois is
one of the adaptations that allows ani-
mals to move from the ocean to the land.
Fish and amphibian eggs don’t have an
allantois, but bird and reptile eggs do.
In mammals, the allantois develops even
further, to form the umbilical cord.

Well, this will be a controversial one. A study recently found that
on an average, men might have a better sense of direction

than women. Researchers at the Norwegian University of
Science and Technology studied women and men using functional mag-

netic resonance imaging (fMRI) — a technology that measures brain
activity — during wayfinding tasks in a virtual environment. In fact, men
consistently performed better than women. When women were given a

drop of testosterone under their tongue, however, their ability to orient
themselves along the four cardinal directions improved. According to

lead researcher Dr Carl Pintzka, there is a neurological bias in men that
makes their navigation strategies better. “In ancient times, men were

hunters and women gatherers. Therefore, the human brain probably
evolved differently. In simple terms, women are faster at finding things
in the house, and men are faster at finding the house,” Dr Pintzka said.

However, some have raised question marks over this study.

DO MEN HAVE A BETTER
SENSE OF DIRECTION

THAN WOMEN?  

According to Food52, a food group,
once bakers started adding egg yolk
to their doughnut recipes, the dough

became super rich, which made it difficult
to cook the pastries evenly. The centre
would be gooey and raw while the edges

remained crisp. The solution: Get rid
of the middle entirely. Another rivet-
ing theory concerned an American

sailor named Hanson Gregory. Accord-
ing to the story, Gregory, while manning his post

one stormy night, found it impossible both to steer
his vessel and eat his fried cake. Out of sheer
frustration, and probably out of hunger, he put

the doughnuts on the spokes of the ship’s wheel. Quite pleased
with his ingenuity, Gregory ordered the galley’s (the kitchen
in a ship or aircraft) cook to fry the cakes in that manner hence-
forth. But there are many variations to this story.

WHEN DO RUSSIANS CELEBRATE
THE OCTOBER REVOLUTION?

The October Revolution took place on October 25, 1917,
according to the Julian calendar that was followed by
Russia at the time. Shortly after the revolution, Soviet

Russia adopted the Gregorian calendar and so, the date of the
revolution became November 7.

DO LIONS PURR?

All the members of the cat family purr, although the
Pantherinae sub family, which includes the lion,
tiger, jaguar and leopard, can only purr while ex-

haling. All other cats purr while inhaling as well. The ex-
act mechanism isn’t fully understood, but it seems to be a
rapid twitching of the larynx that dilates and constricts the
glottis, rather than a vibration of the vocal cords. It’s wide-
ly assumed cats purr as a sign of contentment, but they also
purr under high stress, such as when giving birth. Purring
frequencies range from 25-150Hz, depending on species, and
several studies have shown that vibrations in this range
stimulate bone growth and tissue repair.

Yes. Your brain moves through
different sleep states. Rapid eye
movement (REM) sleep is shal-

lowest, and then there are three pro-
gressively deeper non-REM stages. You
will normally cycle from REM to deep-
er sleep 4-5 times, but the deepest stage
lasts much longer in the early part of
the night. This is controlled by your
personal daily cycle of hormone mela-
tonin, not the time that you go to bed.
After 3 am, the brain skips the deepest
sleep stage. And lying in late
gives you more REM sleep,
which is less restful. So
keep in mind that it’s
crucial to have not
only the right amount
of sleep, but to also
sleep at the right
time.

IS IT BETTER TO GET
TO SLEEP EARLY?

WHY ASTRONAUTS GROW
TALLER IN SPACE?

On Earth, gravity keeps the vertebrae in
place by constantly pushing them togeth-
er. But without gravity, the vertebrae will

naturally expand slightly, making a person be-
come taller. Typically, astronauts in space can
grow up to three per cent of their original height,
no more than that.

WAS CLEOPATRA AN EGYPTIAN?

While Cleopatra was born in Egypt, she traced her family
origins to Macedonian Greece and Ptolemy I Soter, one of
Alexander the Great’s generals. Despite not being ethni-

cally Egyptian, Cleopatra was the first member of the Ptolemaic
line to learn the Egyptian language.

IS AMSTERDAM BELOW SEA LEVEL?

Yes, Amsterdam (capital of The Netherlands) is located about
6.5 ft below the sea level. The lowest point in Amsterdam is
21.9 ft below the sea level. What keeps Amsterdam from flood-

ing is an extensive network and system of sea dikes, sand dunes,
dams and floodgates.

WHY DO DOUGHNUTS
HAVE HOLES?

HEY FOLKS! I AM EXPLORIA.
HAVE YOU EVER WONDERED

WHY THERE IS A HOLE IN THE
MIDDLE OF A DOUGHNUT? OR,

WAS CLEOPATRA AN
EGYPTIAN? DON’T WORRY, WE

HAVE ANSWERS
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WHAT’S THE BIGGEST THREAT TO
HUMANITY?

The human species is resourceful, adaptable and widely
dispersed around the globe. To render us extinct

would require a very sudden, planet-wide catastrophe.
Gradual climate change of the sort that has been responsible

for mass extinctions in the past wouldn’t do it, because we
would have time to find technological solutions that would

save at least some species. Global thermonuclear war, an im-
pact from a meteorite larger than 10 km, a sudden supervol-
cano eruption or an incredibly contagious and virulent dis-

ease are the only real candidates with the ability to kill
enough of us, fast enough. However, none of them seem like-

ly at all. Genetic analysis  suggests that the global popula-
tion may have fallen to less than 15,000 after the Toba super
volcano erupted 70,000 years ago. If a stone-age civilisation
was able to recover from a population crash like that, then

the future for our species is probably rosy.

A still from Cleopatra (1963). 
It starred Elizabeth Taylor in the eponymous role

HOW DO
CHICK

EMBRYOS
BREATHE?
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